the modern law of contract provides a detailed account of the subject in england and wales centred around a thorough analysis of case law and statute it also takes into account a variety of theoretical approaches hare j ohn i nnes clark the law of contracts boston little brown and company 1887 xxxiv 679 pp reprinted 2003 by the lawbook exchange ltd isbn 1 58477 311 1 cloth 125 hare s objective was to trace the doctrine of consideration and to show its influence on contracts in common law beginning with roman law where the doctrine of consideration was unknown he proceeds to an examination of the practical importance of the law of sales this treatise was taken from a course of lectures given by the author in the law school of the university of pennsylvania where he also served as a trustee hare 1816 1905 edited a number of selections and reports of cases and was one of the half dozen greatest judges that pennsylvania has produced he ascended the bench just after equity was introduced as a general system into pennsylvania and his contribution to its establishment was of great importance dictionary of american biography iv 262 this complete guide to all aspects of contract law gives a thorough explanation of the law sharply focused commentary and an in depth analysis of the case law the seventh edition casebook has several distinct aims those who prefer to emphasize the centrality of remedies and the economic orientation that implies will find the new order of chapters congenial those who cannot imagine not starting with a discussion of the concept of bargain or even offer and acceptance will find that they do not need to rip the book apart to do so new teachers who are likely to view the experience of teaching contracts very differently at the end of the semester need not worry about conducting major surgery to change their approach the next year the book is constructed out of relatively brief interchangeable and free standing blocks at the same time the authors continue to avoid the temptation to edit cases heavily it remains very important to present a judicial opinion that discloses the judge s process of decision and enough of the reasoning underlying the conclusion for students to appreciate the decision making process it appears that most students and teachers prefer newer cases and up to date issues for examination the authors have sadly bid farewell to a number of old friends that have been replaced by more contemporary cases these new cases present students with relevant issues stated in a currently recognizable voice providing a comprehensive practice oriented approach to the legal and practical aspects of contract law contract law in focus offers realworld scenarios throughout give students numerous opportunities to apply and solidify their understanding of important concepts clear explanatory text case previews and case follow ups further clarify the doctrine and aid in student understanding this text begins with a helpful introduction to the study of contract law providing basic information about the way contracts are governed in the united states it then introduces formation of contracts covering offer acceptance consideration and exceptions to consideration the casebook moves on to provide clear and comprehensive discussions of defenses excuses and remedies for breach by effectively synthesizing the statutory law common law relevant rules and secondary sources while offering a focus on understanding contract law as it developed in the past exists today and will evolve in the future the authors have created an indispensable guide for students learning contract law powell john joseph essay upon the law of contracts and agreements walpole printed at the press of thomas thomas by david newhall 1802 two volumes reprint available january 2005 by the lawbook exchange ltd isbn 1 58477 520 3 cloth 150 reprint of the first american edition of the first treatise on the subject it is based on the first london edition 1790 to which it is starred powell 1755 1801 wrote several distinguished treatises that were used widely in england and america including this one though mildly critical of its organization holdsworth considers it an able book that is much more than a digest of cases because i n all cases the author tries with considerable success to state principles and to illustrate them by cases history of english law xii 392 recommended in over 100 schools the third edition of concepts case analysis in the law of contracts is a brief primer that offers first year law students a reliable overview of the major themes leading cases in the field this contracts primer is vastly uncluttered one that picks up the main themes in the first year contracts course together with related cases law express contract law is designed to help you to relate all the reading and study throughout your course specifically to exam and assignment situations understand quickly what is required organise your revision and learn the key points with ease to get the grades you need tested with examiners and students the unlocking the law series makes the law accessible
each chapter contains activities such as quick quizzes and self test questions key facts charts to consolidate your knowledge and diagrams to aid learning cases judgments and primary source quotations are prominently displayed summaries help you understand each chapter there is a glossary of legal terminology new features include problem questions with guidance on answering as well as essay questions and answer plans plus cases and materials exercises all titles in the series follow the same formula and include the same features so students can move easily from one subject to another the principles of law aims to provide the law student with texts on the major areas within the law syllabus each text is designed to identify and expound upon the content of the syllabus in a logical order citing the main and up to date authorities this work covers contract law a reader for a first course in contract law reprinting 36 classic and new essays on enforcing private agreements mutual assent enforceability performance and breach and defenses to contractual obligation in many cases they present two or more perspectives on a particular issue they were selec an historical analysis of the development and reform of the law of prior obligations as expressed in preexisting duty rule and past consideration rule teeven s principal focus is on the judicial rationalization of common law reforms to partially remove the bar to enforcement of promises grounded in the past this study traces american deviations from english common law doctrine over the past two centuries in developing theories to overcome traditional impediments to recovery presented by the law of prior obligations it also explores ideas for further reforms found buried in past case law the growing unease with both the dashing of legitimate consensual expectations and the perceived unfairness to naive ill informed and otherwise disadvantaged parties served as the impetus for liberalization of the exclusive contract bargain test the resultant reforms adhered to the modern realist emphasis on fairness the expansion of contractual liability to include promises looking to the past encompasses some of the most important reforms of the consideration contract since its genesis as a consequence contractual liability can no longer be defined solely in terms of bargain consideration since contract law now includes a broader range of promissory liability offers students with a logical introduction to contract law exploring various developments and case decisions in the field of contract law this title combines an examination of authorities and commentaries with a modern contextual approach derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of the law of contracts in the usa covers every aspect of the subject definition and classification of contracts contractual liability rela a restatement of the english law of contract is the second restatement of english law undertaken by andrew burrows following on the success of a restatement of the english law of unjust enrichment oup 2012 designed to enhance the accessibility of the common law the restatement comprises a number of clear succinct rules fully explained by a supporting commentary which set out the general law of contract in england and wales written by one of the leading authorities in this area in collaboration with an advisory group of senior judges academics and legal practitioners the restatement offers a novel and powerfully persuasive statement of the law in this central area of english law all lawyers dealing with the english law of contract whether as practitioners judges academics or law students cannot but benefit from this restatement the english law of contract is one of the most respected systems of contract law in the world and by the device of a choice of law clause is often chosen by foreign commercial parties as the applicable law to govern their contract one of the aims of the restatement is for the reader including those from civil law jurisdictions to see quickly and easily how the different elements of the english law of contract fit together this contracts casebook includes introductions that quickly orient students within unfamiliar territories cases present both the doctrine applied and in some instances the shortcomings of that doctrine the authors express their disagreement about basic issues so that students can experience the range of possible in modern contract law to save time the authors avoid extensive citation of academic scholarship except as it pertains to the cases being studied certain traditional subjects such as offer and acceptance and consideration are reduced to the bare minimum where more pivotal subjects such as form contracts and arbitration clauses are considered at length during its classical period american contract law had three prominent characteristics nearly unlimited freedom to choose the contents of a contract a clear separation from the law of tort the law of civil wrongs and the power to make contracts without regard to the other party s ability to understand them combining incisive historical analysis with a keen sense of judicial politics w david slawson shows how judges brought the classical period to an end about 1960 with a period of reform that continues to this day american contract law no longer possesses any of the prominent characteristics of its classical period for instance courts now refuse to enforce standard contracts according to their terms they implement the consumer s reasonable expectations instead
businesses can no longer count on making the contracts they want laws for certain industries or for
businesses generally set many business obligations regardless of what the contracts say a person who
knowingly breaches a contract and then tries to avoid liability is subject to heavy penalties as slawson
demonstrates judges accomplished all these reforms although with some help from scholars legislation
contributed very little despite its presence in massive amounts and despite the efforts of modern institutions
of law reform such as the conference of commissioners on uniform state laws slawson argues persuasively
that this comparison demonstrates the superiority of judge made law to legislation for reforming private law
of any kind the future of the law of contract brings together an impressive collection of essays on contract
law taking a comparative approach the aim of the book is to address how the law of contract will develop
over the next 25 years as well as considering the ways in which changes to the way that contracts are made
will affect the law topics include good faith objectivity exclusion clauses economic duress variation of
contract contract and privacy law in a digital environment technological change choice of court agreements
and islamic finance contracts the chapters are written by leading academics from england australia canada the
united states singapore and malaysia as such this collection will be of global interest and importance to
professionals academics and students of contract law expanding on the content and format of his first edition
author raymond friel presents an exposition of the law together with the opportunity to evaluate the need for
reform he presents a forum for debate encouraging discussion both negative and positive representing an
unprecedented joint effort from top scholars in the field this volume collects original contributions to
examine the fundamental role of fault in contract law is it immoral to breach a contract should a breaching
party be punished more harshly for willful breach does it matter if the victim of breach engaged in
contributory fault is there room for a calculus of fault within the efficient breach framework for generations
contract liability has been viewed as a no fault regime in sharp contrast to tort liability is this dichotomy real
is it justified how do the american and european traditions compare in exploring these and related issues the
essays in this volume bring together a variety of outlooks including economic psychological philosophical
and comparative approaches to law hardbound new hardbound print book contracts cases and theory has two
principal ambitions first to present the basic doctrine of contracts in a comprehensive and coherent fashion
and second to encourage a rigorous and interdisciplinary approach to thinking about the values and principles
that inspire the law the book provides a systematic survey of contract law while weaving in perspectives from
economics philosophy sociology and legal theory to show how these disciplines can be used to both
illuminate and criticize the law as it stands the book s treatments of law and ideas are designed to be free
standing making the book an excellent introduction to interdisciplinary legal thought for students without
prior training in other fields extensive compilation of cases illustrating the development of those laws
governing contracts accompanied by informed text and explanatory materials chapter titles discuss the
foundations and functions of contract exchange society contract and law contract and continuing relations
social control and utilization of contractual relations basic contract law concepts continued consideration
agreement litigation content conditions assignment planning contractual relations planning for performance
revisited planning for risks indemnity suretyship insurance planning the substance of dispute resolution
planning self help remedies planning processes of dispute resolution and legal consequences of incomplete
and ineffective risk planning the third edition of this well respected text presents a road map approach for
thinking about contracts problems steps in the road map include choice of law contract formation
unenforceable contracts breach of contract and plaintiff s remedies the rules of the law are presented first as
theory followed by and example and either a paralegal exercises or a case so that students can relate the
abstract to a concrete set of facts the text also teaches students how to analyze a contracts problem using
common law and a code approach articles 1 and 2 of the ucc the death of contract is a masterful commentary
on the common law especially the law of promissory obligation known as contracts in this slim and lively
book the late yale law professor grant gilmore examines the birth development death and even the
resurrection of a body of american law it is both a modern day reply to and a funeral oration for an american
legal classic oliver wendell holmes s the common law this new edition with an instructive and timely
foreword by ronald k l collins challenges anyone interested in the life of the law to think about where it has
come from and where it is tending as such the death of contract still retains its vitality in the brave new world
of the law known as contracts a new bibliography of early reviews and new responses reveals how
considerable the interest was and continues to be in this modern anti classic this book has been considered by
academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature this forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations so that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature this book displays the underlying structure of a complex body of law and integrates that structure with moral principles charles fried grounds the basic legal institution of contract in the morality of promise under which individuals incur obligations freely by invoking each other s trust contract law and the promise principle are contrasted to the socially imposed obligations of compensation restitution and sharing which determine the other basic institutions of private law and which come into control where the parties have not succeeded in invoking the promise principle as in the case of mistake or impossibility professor fried illustrates his argument with a wide range of concrete examples and opposing views of contract law are discussed in detail particularly in connection with the doctrines of good faith duress and unconscionability for law students and legal scholars contract as promise offers a coherent survey of an important legal concept for philosophers and social scientists the book is a unique demonstration of the practical and detailed entailments of moral theory

The Elements of the Law of Contracts

1867

the modern law of contract provides a detailed account of the subject in england and wales centred around a thorough analysis of case law and statute it also takes into account a variety of theoretical approaches

The Modern Law of Contract

2013

hare j ohn i nnes clark the law of contracts boston little brown and company 1887 xxxiv 679 pp reprinted 2003 by the lawbook exchange ltd isbn 1 58477 311 1 cloth 125 hare s objective was to trace the doctrine of consideration and to show its influence on contracts in common law beginning with roman law where the doctrine of consideration was unknown he proceeds to an examination of the practical importance of the law of sales this treatise was taken from a course of lectures given by the author in the law school of the university of pennsylvania where he also served as a trustee hare 1816 1905 edited a number of selections and reports of cases and was one of the half dozen greatest judges that pennsylvania has produced he ascended the bench just after equity was introduced as a general system into pennsylvania and his contribution to its establishment was of great importance dictionary of american biography iv 262

The Law of Contracts

1873

this complete guide to all aspects of contract law gives a thorough explanation of the law sharply focused commentary and an in depth analysis of the case law

The Law of Contracts
the seventh edition casebook has several distinct aims those who prefer to emphasize the centrality of remedies and the economic orientation that implies will find the new order of chapters congenial those who cannot imagine not starting with a discussion of the concept of bargain or even offer and acceptance will find that they do not need to rip the book apart to do so new teachers who are likely to view the experience of teaching contracts very differently at the end of the semester need not worry about conducting major surgery to change their approach the next year the book is constructed out of relatively brief interchangeable and free standing blocks at the same time the authors continue to avoid the temptation to edit cases heavily it remains very important to present a judicial opinion that discloses the judge s process of decision and enough of the reasoning underlying the conclusion for students to appreciate the decision making process it appears that most students and teachers prefer newer cases and up to date issues for examination the authors have sadly bid farewell to a number of old friends that have been replaced by more contemporary cases these new cases present students with relevant issues stated in a currently recognizable voice

**The Law of Contract**

2007-08-16

providing a comprehensive practice oriented approach to the legal and practical aspects of contract law contract law in focus offers realworld scenarios throughout give students numerous opportunities to apply and solidify their understanding of important concepts clear explanatory text case previews and case follow ups further clarify the doctrine and aid in student understanding this text begins with a helpful introduction to the study of contract law providing basic information about the way contracts are governed in the united states it then introduces formation of contracts covering offer acceptance consideration and exceptions to consideration the casebook moves on to provide clear and comprehensive discussions of defenses excuses and remedies for breach by effectively synthesizing the statutory law common law relevant rules and secondary sources while offering a focus on understanding contract law as it developed in the past exists today and will evolve in the future the authors have created an indispensable guide for students learning contract law

**Principles of the Law of Contract**

1880

powell john joseph essay upon the law of contracts and agreements walpole printed at the press of thomas thomas by david newhall 1802 two volumes reprint available january 2005 by the lawbook exchange ltd isbn 1 58477 520 3 cloth 150 reprint of the first american edition of the first treatise on the subject it is based on the first london edition 1790 to which it is starred powell 1755 1801 wrote several distinguished treatises that were used widely in england and america including this one though mildly critical of its organization holdsworth considers it an able book that is much more than a digest of cases because in all cases the author tries with considerable success to state principles and to illustrate them by cases history of english law xii 392

**Contract Law and Its Application**
recommended in over 100 schools the third edition of concepts case analysis in the law of contracts is a brief primer that offers first year law students a reliable overview of the major themes leading cases in the field this contracts primer is vastly uncluttered one that picks up the main themes in the first year contracts course together with related cases

The Law of Contracts

1911

law express contract law is designed to help you to relate all the reading and study throughout your course specifically to exam and assignment situations understand quickly what is required organise your revision and learn the key points with ease to get the grades you need tested with examiners and students

The Law of Contracts

1920

the unlocking the law series makes the law accessible each chapter contains activities such as quick quizzes and self test questions key facts charts to consolidate your knowledge and diagrams to aid learning cases judgments and primary source quotations are prominently displayed summaries help you understand each chapter there is a glossary of legal terminology new features include problem questions with guidance on answering as well as essay questions and answer plans plus cases and materials exercises all titles in the series follow the same formula and include the same features so students can move easily from one subject to another

Contract Law and Its Application

2006

the principles of law aims to provide the law student with texts on the major areas within the law syllabus each text is designed to identify and expound upon the content of the syllabus in a logical order citing the main and up to date authorities this work covers contract law

Contract Law in Focus

2016-09-16

a reader for a first course in contract law reprinting 36 classic and new essays on enforcing private agreements mutual assent enforceability performance and breach and defenses to contractual obligation in many cases they present two or more perspectives on a particular issue they were selec
Contract Law and Practice

1998

an historical analysis of the development and reform of the law of prior obligations as expressed in preexisting duty rule and past consideration rule teeven s principal focus is on the judicial rationalization of common law reforms to partially remove the bar to enforcement of promises grounded in the past this study traces american deviations from english common law doctrine over the past two centuries in developing theories to overcome traditional impediments to recovery presented by the law of prior obligations it also explores ideas for further reforms found buried in past case law the growing unease with both the dashing of legitimate consensual expectations and the perceived unfairness to naive ill informed and otherwise disadvantaged parties served as the impetus for liberalization of the exclusive contract bargain test the resultant reforms adhered to the modern realist emphasis on fairness the expansion of contractual liability to include promises looking to the past encompasses some of the most important reforms of the consideration contract since its genesis as a consequence contractual liability can no longer be defined solely in terms of bargain consideration since contract law now includes a broader range of promissory liability

Essay Upon the Law of Contracts and Agreements

2005

offers students with a logical introduction to contract law exploring various developments and case decisions in the field of contract law this title combines an examination of authorities and commentaries with a modern contextual approach

Concepts and Case Analysis in the Law of Contracts

1998

derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of the law of contracts in the usa covers every aspect of the subject definition and classification of contracts contractual liability rela

Contract Law

2010

a restatement of the english law of contract is the second restatement of english law undertaken by andrew burrows following on the success of a restatement of the english law of unjust enrichment oup 2012 designed to enhance the accessibility of the common law the restatement comprises a number of clear succinct rules fully explained by a supporting commentary which set out the general law of contract in england and wales written by one of the leading authorities in this area in collaboration with an advisory group of senior judges academics and legal practitioners the restatement offers a novel and powerfully persuasive statement of the law in this central area of english law all lawyers dealing with the english law of contract whether as practitioners judges academics or law students cannot but benefit from this restatement the english law of
contract is one of the most respected systems of contract law in the world and by the device of a choice of law clause is often chosen by foreign commercial parties as the applicable law to govern their contract one of the aims of the restatement is for the reader including those from civil law jurisdictions to see quickly and easily how the different elements of the english law of contract fit together

**Unlocking Contract Law**

2014-01-03

this contracts casebook includes introductions that quickly orient students within unfamiliar territories cases present both the doctrine applied and in some instances the shortcomings of that doctrine the authors express their disagreement about basic issues so that students can experience the range of possible in modern contract law to save time the authors avoid extensive citation of academic scholarship except as it pertains to the cases being studied certain traditional subjects such as offer and acceptance and consideration are reduced to the bare minimum where more pivotal subjects such as form contracts and arbitration clauses are considered at length

**Principles of Contract Law**

1997

during its classical period american contract law had three prominent characteristics nearly unlimited freedom to choose the contents of a contract a clear separation from the law of tort the law of civil wrongs and the power to make contracts without regard to the other party s ability to understand them combining incisive historical analysis with a keen sense of judicial politics w david slawson shows how judges brought the classical period to an end about 1960 with a period of reform that continues to this day american contract law no longer possesses any of the prominent characteristics of its classical period for instance courts now refuse to enforce standard contracts according to their terms they implement the consumer s reasonable expectations instead businesses can no longer count on making the contracts they want laws for certain industries or for businesses generally set many business obligations regardless of what the contracts say a person who knowingly breaches a contract and then tries to avoid liability is subject to heavy penalties as slawson demonstrates judges accomplished all these reforms although with some help from scholars legislation contributed very little despite its presence in massive amounts and despite the efforts of modern institutions of law reform such as the conference of commissioners on uniform state laws slawson argues persuasively that this comparison demonstrates the superiority of judge made law to legislation for reforming private law of any kind

**Contract Law in Modern Society**

1980

the future of the law of contract brings together an impressive collection of essays on contract law taking a comparative approach the aim of the book is to address how the law of contract will develop over the next 25 years as well as considering the ways in which changes to the way that contracts are made will affect the law topics include good faith objectivity exclusion clauses economic duress variation of contract contract and
privacy law in a digital environment technological change choice of court agreements and islamic finance contracts the chapters are written by leading academics from england australia canada the united states singapore and malaysia as such this collection will be of global interest and importance to professionals academics and students of contract law

**Problems in Contract Law**

1987

expanding on the content and format of his first edition author raymond friel presents an exposition of the law together with the opportunity to evaluate the need for reform he presents a forum for debate encouraging discussion both negative and positive

**Perspectives on Contract Law**

2001

representing an unprecedented joint effort from top scholars in the field this volume collects original contributions to examine the fundamental role of fault in contract law is it immoral to breach a contract should a breaching party be punished more harshly for willful breach does it matter if the victim of breach engaged in contributory fault is there room for a calculus of fault within the efficient breach framework for generations contract liability has been viewed as a no fault regime in sharp contrast to tort liability is this dichotomy real is it justified how do the american and european traditions compare in exploring these and related issues the essays in this volume bring together a variety of outlooks including economic psychological philosophical and comparative approaches to law

**Promises on Prior Obligations at Common Law**

1998-08-27

hardbound new hardbound print book

**The Modern Law of Contract**

2015-04-10

contracts cases and theory has two principal ambitions first to present the basic doctrine of contracts in a comprehensive and coherent fashion and second to encourage a rigorous and interdisciplinary approach to thinking about the values and principles that inspire the law the book provides a systematic survey of contract law while weaving in perspectives from economics philosophy sociology and legal theory to show how these disciplines can be used to both illuminate and criticize the law as it stands the book s treatments of law and ideas are designed to be free standing making the book an excellent introduction to interdisciplinary legal thought for students without prior training in other fields
The Elements of the Law of Contracts

1867

extensive compilation of cases illustrating the development of those laws governing contracts accompanied by informed text and explanatory materials chapter titles discuss the foundations and functions of contract exchange society contract and law contract and continuing relations social control and utilization of contractual relations basic contract law concepts continued consideration agreement litigation content conditions assignment planning contractual relations planning for performance revisited planning for risks indemnity suretyship insurance planning the substance of dispute resolution planning self help remedies planning processes of dispute resolution and legal consequences of incomplete and ineffective risk planning

Contract Law in the United States

2012

the third edition of this well respected text presents a road map approach for thinking about contracts problems steps in the road map include choice of law contract formation unenforceable contracts breach of contract and plaintiff s remedies the rules of the law are presented first as theory followed by and example and either a paralegal exercises or a case so that students can relate the abstract to a concrete set of facts the text also teaches students how to analyze a contracts problem using common law and a code approach articles 1 and 2 of the ucc

The Law of Contracts

1977

the death of contract is a masterful commentary on the common law especially the law of promissory obligation known as contracts in this slim and lively book the late yale law professor grant gilmore examines the birth development death and even the resurrection of a body of american law it is both a modern day reply to and a funeral oration for an american legal classic oliver wendell holmes s the common law this new edition with an instructive and timely foreword by ronald k l collins challenges anyone interested in the life of the law to think about where it has come from and where it is tending as such the death of contract still retains its vitality in the brave new world of the law known as contracts a new bibliography of early reviews and new responses reveals how considerable the interest was and continues to be in this modern anti classic

A Restatement of the English Law of Contract

2016-04-28

this book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature this forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations so that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature
The Modern Law of Contracts

2005

this book displays the underlying structure of a complex body of law and integrates that structure with moral
principles charles fried grounds the basic legal institution of contract in the morality of promise under which
individuals incur obligations freely by invoking each other’s trust contract law and the promise principle are
contrasted to the socially imposed obligations of compensation restitution and sharing which determine the
other basic institutions of private law and which come into control where the parties have not succeeded in
invoking the promise principle as in the case of mistake or impossibility professor fried illustrates his
argument with a wide range of concrete examples and opposing views of contract law are discussed in detail
particularly in connection with the doctrines of good faith duress and unconscionability for law students and
legal scholars contract as promise offers a coherent survey of an important legal concept for philosophers and
social scientists the book is a unique demonstration of the practical and detailed entailments of moral theory
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